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December 2020 

 

Year 6 Newsletter Autumn Term 

 

What a busy first term the children have had in Year 6! 

We began the term with the children participating in the ‘Recovery Curriculum’ enabling them to 

engage in discussions and tasks relating to their feelings and experiences during lockdown. The 

children wrote a letter to their future grandchildren outlining the daily changes they had 

experienced at this time. This work has continued throughout the term in our weekly PSHCE 

lessons.  

 

Our history topic this term was “What’s in a name?”. The children enjoyed researching a local 

family, The Bradfords, who lived in Darlington during the early 1900s. We also enjoyed using 

Digimaps, census data and The Northern Echo archives to research particular streets within the 

town and what happened to their residents during WW1.  

 

In Maths, the children have been busy consolidating their number work and applying their skills to 

solving reasoning questions. They have also worked hard in improving their arithmetic skills.  

 

In English, the children have been studying the book ‘Why the Whales Came’ by Michael Morpurgo. 

They have written a biography of Michael Morpurgo, a descriptive setting and an informal letter to 

‘The Birdman’. The children will get the opportunity to watch the film once we have completed the 

book and look forward to comparing the film and the book.  

 

This term’s topics in science have been plants and animals. The children looked at the seven life 

processes that all living things share. They have also classified a range of living things, such as 

themselves as a class - this was followed by classifying mammals, reptiles, amphibians, fish and 

birds. The children have then looked at and compared different life cycles for a variety living 

things.  

 

In art they have studied perspective and vanishing points and produced some pleasing 3D pictures 

as well looking at Paul Klee to produce a landscape picture.  In PE the children enjoyed learning 

about the rules behind football and then applying those to several games. In Gymnastics, the 

children began by practising their balancing skills using counter tension and counter balances which 

saw them progress to handstands, cartwheels and using the vault. The children will then put these 

altogether to create their own mini gymnastics routine.  
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Looking forward to next half term we have the following activities planned: 

 English: We will continue reading ‘Why the Whales Came’ by Michael Morpurgo. The 

children will be completing a variety of writing, both non-fiction and fiction related to the 

book and its setting, The Isles of Scilly. 

 Maths: We will continue to practise our arithmetic skills, we will look at Fractions and 

percentages as well as looking at solving puzzles and doing extended maths investigations.  

 Geography: The new topic this coming half term is ‘Fantastic Forests’. 

 

We hope that you find the following information useful; 

 We will continue to listen to the children reading a school reading book throughout the week 

in our classes as well as in English lessons. 

 Please can you remind the children to bring their home reading book in on their allocated days 

(either Monday or Thursday) 

 Maths and English homework will be set on Showbie once a week- details will follow.   

 Please continue to send your child into school in their PE kits on their PE day  

 PE kit consists of: full tracksuit or black leggings, a red t-shirt and trainers for all PE 

sessions.  

 All clothing, including jumpers, cardigans, PE kits, coats, scarves, gloves, etc, should be clearly 

labelled with your child’s name so that lost property can easily be identified and returned. 

 

Dates for your diaries  

 School reopens for teaching purpose on Tuesday 5th January 

 Tuesday 2nd March and Thursday 4th March- Parents Evening. 

 Thursday 4th March- World Book Day 

 SATs week beginning Monday 10th May 2020 

 

Well done to the three winner of the Greggs Christmas Card competition. They did a fantastic 

job we were incredibly proud of their efforts.  

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once again, thank you for your continued support  

 

The Year 6 team  

 


